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Abstract
Measurement of the quantity, density, average temperature and water percentage in petroleum
pipelines has been an issue of prime importance.
The methods of measurement have been
investigated and have seen continued improvement over the years. Questions are being asked as
to the reliability of the measurement of water in the oil through sampling systems originally
designed and tested for a narrow range of densities. Today most facilities sampling systems
handle vastly increased ranges of density and types of crude oils. Issues of pipeline integrity,
product loss and production balances are placing further demands on the issues of accurate
measurement. Water percentage is one area that has not received the attention necessary to
understand the many factors involved in making a reliable measurement.
A previous paper1 discussed the issues of uncertainty of the measurement from a statistical
perspective. This paper will outline many of the issues of where the errors lie in the manual and
automatic methods in use today. A routine to use the data collected by the analyzers in the on
line system for validation of the measurements will be described.
Introduction
Composite samplers have been used as the standard by which water content is determined in
pipelines. Losses and gains between tankage and pipeline, marine unloading and shore may
reflect an acceptable mean value but is the system within acceptable control limits? Results for
composite samplers are only available at the end of a batch and there is no recourse if something
goes wrong with the sampling system during the batch. At the end of the batch only a single
number is available to argue about the water delivered. The exposure of personnel to hazardous
liquids and the errors associated with processing the samples are additional issues. On line real
time analysis of the water content can be obtained with analyzers on the market today. Real
time data makes it possible to know when the water arrived providing several beneficial
operational advantages. Knowledge of when the water arrives and the magnitude provides an
opportunity to do something with the water before it hits the pipeline or tankage. The real time
data can show if the water was several short periods of time or if it was across the entire load.
In addition, real time analyzers can be used as a comparison of the validity of the composite
samplers, something not done until recently.
Originally pipelines only shipped products with a narrow range of densities and due to this fact
composite samplers only required testing against one density of oil. Today pipelines ship
products with extremely large variation in density and molecular chemistry but the older
methods of validation are still in place using one or two densities. Samplers are typically
proved on one type of product with the assumption that it is valid for all densities and types.
Original API methods suggested testing on the lightest density oil. If the oil becomes heavy,
cold and very viscous does the sampler provide the same acceptable deviation from acceptance
tests? There are many more issues and questions which must be asked to determine the overall
system performance.
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The better a process can be understood and the errors controlled the easier it is to assure a good
measurement. Each process will be analyzed for the potential errors and their sources. Finally,
a new analysis routine will be investigated to compare the on line measurements.
1 – Uncertainty
The petroleum industry generates and uses volumes of data used to buy, sell and balance
production. Unfortunately, the documentation with this data typically does not contain
statements of uncertainty. Decisions about expectations and corrective actions cannot be made
without a statement of uncertainty typically expressed as a standard deviation from a mean
value. The standard deviation can only be obtained through taking enough data that can then be
used to generate the statistical comparisons against some other method. If there is no other
standard to compare against then the uncertainty cannot be obtained.
There have been
statements about loading losses by crude types and losses for load and receipt terminals but are
these statements qualified for all of the contributing factors?
If one composite sample is obtained and laboratory methods performed with two different
analysis techniques, what does the uncertainty analysis represent? The composite sample
container, Sample 1, is mixed then a sample pulled that is Sample 2. Now the laboratory takes
this Sample 2 and pulls two more samples one for titration, Sample 3, and another for distillation
Sample 4. This results in a statistical analysis determining the uncertainty between the two
laboratory methods and the ability to pull the Samples 3 & 4 from Sample 2. Therefore, if the
sample itself is processed using two independent laboratory methods this routine will only check
the uncertainties of the two laboratory methods and the operator’s ability to pull a sample from
the larger composite sample. Nothing can be said about the uncertainty of the actual in line
measurement because the sample into the composite sampler has nothing for comparison.
If API Chapter 8.2 is followed to prove the composite system, the allowable deviation for 1%
level of water in a batch is 0.11% and for under 0.5% water the allowable is 0.09%. These
numbers are relational to the testing of the composite system by water injection. If the system
has been tested on several crude types it is likely that they do not represent the entire spectrum
of crude types being shipped through the system after the testing was completed. Therefore, the
results may or may not fall in the allowable deviation seen during the injection water testing.
Therefore the remaining question is how can the measurement be validated not only across crude
types but also for every batch shipped?
Can anything be said about accuracy of the measurement? Accuracy must be compared against
a known standard. There does not exist a standard by which to measure the water in the crude
oil that is flowing with a specific chemical structure, density, temperature, pressure, viscosity
and water content equal to what is in the line. The best that can be done is to qualify a system
against an independent measurement for the validity of measurement uncertainty, not accuracy.
Independent means that it is not dependent upon the same sample or method of measurement.
If an on line analyzer is installed in a separate fast loop or in line then this is independent of the
sampling mechanics of the composite system. This analyzer can be used to aid in arriving at the
uncertainty of the measurement when using the composite system. The analyzer should be
located in a position that is viewing the main liquid stream in the same homogeneous state as the
mechanical sampler. If both methods are reproducible then the resulting uncertainty analysis
will be meaningful and one can be used to aid in validation of the other.
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2 – Discussion of Data for a Pipeline
The following data in Table 1 was collected by the operators and entered manually into a
worksheet and is representative of many types of data collection in the field. The unusual aspect
of this table was that it contains several laboratory methods (Karl Fisher and centrifuge) instead
of the usual one lab method and the density was quite consistent through the entire month of
data.
The data is from a composite sampler on a pipeline across a month where all of the data was

obtained with one operator using a laboratory that followed API standards closely. The real
time water analyzer was installed after the static mixer and sampling system. The results are
shown in Figure 1. The dotted lines represent the best-fit line through the data. In this case the
on line analyzer compared favorably with the composite by titration but composite by centrifuge
shows the water much lower. More data may change the analyzer trend line to fall more
correctly without a skewed slope against the titration. Another question this trend may ask is if
the titration is biased at higher water percentages. One centrifuge point (batch 66) which
appeared to be a bad data point was correct with respect to titration. Possibly this was an error
in the entry of the centrifuge result or some operator influence, as it would be expected to follow
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the same trend as the other centrifuge points.
Another aspect of this data is seen when the trend lines are compared with the least error line
that is a 45 degree line between the two graph end points. The centrifuge versus the titration is
showing the centrifuge consistently low while the comparison with the on line analyzer shows
titration slightly less in water than expected. Normally centrifuge is expected to produce a lower
water percentage than titration. Since all of the data consisted of moderate crude density and
viscosity the centrifuge results would have been expected to be closer to the same water result as
the titration.
3 – Ship Unloading Data
The following examples were from an on line analyzer and a composite sampler using titration
as the laboratory method. All of the data collection was by computer with checks for the
composite sampler built into the data collection.

In the ship unloading profile of Figure 2 the flow started and stopped, ran at one half the rate for
several hours and had some very large water spikes. The results from the composite sampler
were 0.32% water using titration and the flow weighted average from the on line water analyzer
gave 0.34%. Very good results with the lab compared to the on line analyzer with the standard
density crude oil. What happens when the same facility receives a higher density and viscous
oil?
Figure 3 is a graph for a ship unloading profile for a 21 degree API density crude oil. Now the
laboratory results from the composite sampler are much higher than the on line analyzer. Which
one is correct? This question would not be asked without the on line analyzer for comparison.
The composite sampler was not tested against this heavy crude.
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The measurement of density affects the offset calculated for the on line water analyzer baseline
and defines where zero water percentage is with respect to density. Was it simply an offset
calculation problem or a density measurement issue? Did the sampler have trouble with the
higher viscosity of this crude oil? Was there bias in handling the heavy, cold crude oil in the
laboratory? Was there a chemical interference with the titration from some component in the
crude oil? Although the chemical interference was suspected and partially proven, no answers
to these questions were acceptable with enough certainty to be accepted as true. The composite
sampler was correct because it was the standard.
4 – Uncertainty Components
In the petroleum industry the measurement of water cut using centrifuge could have the
following uncertainty components (not all inclusive): sample probe location in the main pipeline
(center 1/3, wall, top, bottom), sample probe size, valve type and size, upstream conditioning
(mixer, elbow, two elbows), flow rate in main line, flow rate in sample probe, difference in
pressure between line and atmosphere, temperature differences between ambient and liquid,
sample container material, size and type of seal for lid, volume of sample, time before
processing sample, mixing of sample before extraction to centrifuge tube, solvent type used, deemulsifier type, temperature of centrifuge, oil type and viscosity, type of centrifuge tube,
operator reading the meniscus, solids content, and clarity of the water.
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Table 2 is a partial description of what may define systematic and random uncertainties. These
components of the total uncertainty need to be separated and discussed as to the contributions in
each portion of the measurement. The British Standard Methods for Sampling Petroleum
Products, Part 2 (BS3195: Part 2:1989, IS)3171:1988) defines the formula for uncertainty
calculations where the Relative Systematic Uncertainties are additive while the Relative
Random Uncertainties are relational to one fourth of the sum of the squares of the relative
random uncertainties. Relative uncertainty is the uncertainty of a factor divided by the value of
the factor.

As defined by the British Standard, there are two numbers for each line below, one for the
systematic and one for the random uncertainty:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

non-homogeneity of the water content
changes in the water content caused by sampling
uncertainty of the grab volume
uncertainty in the flow rate causing non-proportionality of sampling
changes in the water content during sampling
changes in the water content caused by sample handling and mixing
changes in the water content caused by transfer to laboratory apparatus

The systematic uncertainties add therefore, they are the most important source of errors.
5 – Sources of Uncertainty for a Composite Sampler
Table 3 suggests some of the uncertainty components for the composite sampler. Notice that
many of these are related to people handling and inspecting the process. Although many can be
automated for verification that the process is progressing during a batch sample, all cannot be
controlled simply by monitoring. In the British Standard, description of the variables number
one through four describe the expected issues with the sampler.
230
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6 – Sources of Uncertainty for a Laboratory Analysis
Table 4 suggests some of the uncertainties that may be found in the laboratory. In these steps
the personnel become one of the most important influences to uncertainty. In the British
Standard, description of the variables number five through seven describe the expected issues
with the laboratory.
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7 – Density Measurement Uncertainties
The typical online measurement of density has the potential for being affected by many
influences. One of these is the ambient temperature variation in addition to liquid temperatures
that are typically compensated. If the sun shines on the analyzer during the day and then turns
cold and rains, it is possible that the density measurement is affected. Some vendors
recommend insulation to prevent this and possibly a sun shield. The accuracy of the density
measurement is stated by one vendor not to be “accurate” unless it is calibrated on that specific
crude type. This is due to viscosity and other physical liquid variables. Temperature
compensation using the actual liquid temperature measurement instead of making the
measurement on the outside surface of the pipe can also affect the answer.
8 – On Line Water Analyzer Measurement Uncertainties
On line water analyzers must see a representative sample of the actual flowing stream just like
the composite sampler probe. This has always been a requirement for any analysis for water
content, density or sampling system. The analyzer will be only as good as the representative
sample that is presented to the measurement section.

There has been a lot of information improperly presented in the past as to how “wet oil density”
versus “dry oil density” affects analyzers. As the water increases so does the density. The
density correction for the baseline zero water content for typical permittivity based analyzers is
approximately 0.03% change in water for a 1 kg/m3 change in density. Therefore, for a 10
kg/m3 change in density the change is 0.3% water. A summary of the impact is shown in Table
6. These results are with the oil density set at 860 kg/m3 (approximately 32 API degree) and the
water is a 3% salt content which give a water density of 1020 kg/m3.
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The solution is to hold the earlier density within the analyzer memory for excursions above say
5% water. Then the impact of the density is limited to a very small number as shown in Table 7.
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9 – Method Comparison for Water Measurement
If no adjustment is made for the “dry oil density” then the data in Table 6 is close to being the
error in water percentage for the on line analyzer for those given densities. Now a comparison
between the sensitivities using a microwave water measurement which is based on the polar
moment of the molecule (the permittivity or at lower frequencies and water percentages, the
dielectric constant) and the calculation of water percent using density is made in Table 8. The
microwave method is more sensitive to the water molecule because the parameter of
measurement is the large difference between the small polar moment of crude oils (2.5) and the
high polar moment of water (80).
With this additional sensitivity the microwave method’s
ability to resolve water is approximately 33 times greater than that when density is used for
measurement.

10 – The Opportunity to Improve Oversight
The opportunity to use more than one independent measurement provides the ability to make a
more educated choice as to what method may be less uncertain. Such an opportunity exists
using a composite sampler and an on line water analyzer although the sampler results will be
considered the correct answer by default. If an additional method was available then there exists
an opportunity to better decide which may be the correct answer. The differences between the
microwave and density determination of water were given in the previous section. Although
these are not totally independent measurements they are sufficient to study as a course of action
to better a measurement.
The first issue when using density for water percentage measurement is to determine the dry oil
and the produced water density at flowing conditions. If this information can be determined,
then the densitometer used for pipeline measurements becomes another check on the final
answer to the question “what was the water in the pipeline.” The answer lies in the fact that the
water analyzer is capable of accuracy at higher water percentages with reduced sensitivity to
density. The higher the water percentage the smaller a change in density from the on line
234
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density when the low water density is used as in Table 7. The key to this method is to store all
of the data for a batch process such as that for ship unloading, well testing or the like and then
process the data at the end of the unloading or testing period. In addition, the ability to store the
data and then sort it versus some variable such as density, water percentage or flow rate is of
interest in the ease of processing the data.
11 – Sorting and Analyzing the Data
Figure 4 is the data from the first tanker shown in Figure 2 with the no flow rate cases removed
and then the remaining data sorted by density.

The circled region is where the water percentage exceeded the range of the analyzer and
therefore it demonstrates how high the water can be at times. The region starting at 15% water
cut and declining is selected to begin the analysis and the minimum specific gravity is used
which corresponds to the minimum water percentage. In a simple iterative process a water
percentage by density can be calculated to match with to the microwave analyzer’s initial high
water data points. The result of this analysis provides the following graph of Figure 5.The
resulting density of the oil was 0.864 versus the laboratory of 0.867 and the water density was
1.025. There was no lab density of the water available but, this is close to the expected density
from that region. The resulting conclusion is the three methods gave similar results.
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12 – Another Example
An example with a heavy crude taken from Figure 3 and sorted for density is shown in Figure 6.
In this example the laboratory was at 0.75% water while the online analyzer average was 0.21%.
Notice that the data is based on the log of the data point number so that the beginning fit to the
water calculated by density is obvious. It appears visually that the analyzer would have a
resulting average well below the laboratory.
This figure appears to demonstrate data for the density that contains much more noise than the
data from the Alaskan crude oil data above. A look at the temperature during the discharge was
a next step of analysis since the density is temperature corrected.
Figure 7 shows the temperature and water percentage with time on unsorted data. At several
major points where the water was higher the temperature is lower which suggests that the water
did not come along with the crude. Theoretically the temperature should be the same or a higher
temperature due to the thermal capacity of water being so much higher than the crude oil.
From the observation with temperature the water analyzer was reset to use the line density
without any temperature correction. This was not suggesting this is the right answer but instead
to compare the results and curve shapes. Figure 8 shows the resulting water by analyzer that
levels off to a reasonably consistent number. A question as to the validity of the temperature
correction for density at the densitometer would be of interest at this point.
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13 – Conclusion
Although the composite sampler will be around for many more years, the on line real time
companion may aid in improving the measurement. In addition, data techniques may allow an
independent set of measurements by which validation of the results can be compared. When
differences occur, they can be identified and resolved if the data obtained during routine
operation can determine that a question should be asked. The data obtained from composite
samplers is not real time and can only provide answers that are obtained by human involvement
after the batch has left the station. Analytical measurement coupled with the computing power
that is now available will change the way pipeline data on water cut is collected and analyzed.
Methods to prove the viability of this approach are just now being tested. Among the remaining
things to be understood and defined are how to automatically process the data and alert an
operator that some further inspection of the data or comparisons are required.
With the current price of petroleum products exceeding US$50 per barrel, methods to measure
and validate the transfer of crude oil must be improved. Real time on line analyzers should
become a valuable tool in this pursuit of a better measurement. If the real example in Figure 3
was used where the difference of 0.54% in water delivered between the composite sampler
(0.75% water) and the on line analyzer (0.21%) across 225,565 barrels would be a difference of
US$60,903.
The greatest difficulty in moving the technology ahead is the lack of top level management
stating that these issues need to be investigated and resolved. Taking data and looking for
answers to questions that have not been asked before is time consuming and costly. Independent
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vendors will require additional help in the future to truly solve the issues for fiscal measurement
and to bring these into this century.
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